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Vieilles Charrues - Songe
Rob:      and I’m lucky to be able to speak to Songe now who is a new artist, er I 
understand you played at the Vieilles Charrues yesterday, how was it?

Songe:   Terrific, I loved it, er, yes, there was so many people, I felt so good, 

Rob:       They liked your show?

Songe:   Yeah there were all the…screams and er and dance, yeah it was very, very nice

Rob:       For the people who don’t know your music can you explain a little bit, what’s your 
music like?

Songe:   I think it’s a mix between hip hop and electronic music and maybe a randy music

Rob:        A real mixture?

Songe:   Yup 

Rob:        Who’s inspired you in the past?

Songe:   I like a lot of English musicians like er James Blake, yeah or Nao, or American 
one also like er Banks or Rihanna;  Little Simz in England, she’s an English Rapper

Rob:        Do you sing in English yourself?

Songe:  Yes

Rob:  Alright, Why do you sing in English when you’re Breton?

Songe:  Yes,  I can’t speak Breton so er, yes, I sing in English I have some songs in 
French also, maybe like 3 songs and the other in English, I like it

Rob:        Now you’re playing at the Vieilles Charrues for the first time....

Songe:  Yeah

Rob.      ...I understand. Then, they’ve been helping you in some way in the last year.  Can 
you explain about that?

Sonche:   Yeah, we made a tour, we went on tour with the other band of the Label 
Charrues.  And, er, It was great, we had a lot of fun and we, we worked on our live show 
and every time we ……?.we upgraded  

Rob:   They gave you suggestions, ideas about?

Songe:   Um, for example, there was a show for example, I don’t know, in Quimper  for 
this show you can see what’s, what’s working and what’s not working and how you feel, 
and you can improve your, your show for the next one, and, yes, so
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Rob:   Very helpful then for you?

Sonche:   Yeah

Rob:   and what differences have you made then after the L???? Charrues support?

Sonche:   The show improved, like the sound, the lights, there was also singing lessons, 
so that was nice too.

Rob:   So they’re supporting young artists starting up.  I repeated you’re from Brittany, 
whereabouts are you from?

Sonche:   From Quimper

Rob:   From Quimper, OK is there a good scene down there for music?

Sonche:   Yeah, yeah, yeah, Quimper, Brest, maybe you know Roman  ??? He’s a 
drummer, a young drummer, very, very good, producer and drummer, yeah, a lot of very 
good bands

Rob:  You, you’ve taken off at the Vieulles Charrues  2017, will you be here next year?

Sonche:   I hope so, 

Rob:   OK, well, thank you Songe  very much for talking to us.

Sonche:   Thank you very much
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